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of the pressure-relieved
coating solution to the

nonwoven materials, as well
as the application of the

coated nonwoven materials to
a substrate. Nonwovens are
cost-effective materials for a
large variety of purposes. For
example, nonwovens are used
in hygiene products such as

diapers, training pants,
incontinence products,

feminine hygiene products,
wound dressings, wipes, and
the like. The surfaces of most

nonwovens have a fiber matrix
that does not allow for many
coating processes. However,
some nonwovens are coated

with an adhesive or sealant to
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allow for their functional
and/or aesthetic coating. For
example, nonwoven fabrics
used in absorbent articles

need to have soft surfaces and
good wicking properties. The

softness of the nonwoven
fabrics allows for their usage

in absorbent articles that have
intimate contact with the
wearer's skin. The wicking

properties of the nonwovens
allow for the absorbent article

to be used properly for
incontinence products,

feminine hygiene products,
and training pants. Some

absorbent articles also include
a hydrophobic coating on the
nonwoven fabrics to increase
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their dryness. Examples of
known coating materials for
use with nonwovens include

hydrocarbon-based materials,
silicone-based materials, and
fluorocarbon-based materials.
The use of hydrocarbon-based

materials has the
disadvantage of creating

certain health hazards for the
user and the environment.
Silicone-based materials

generally do not work well with
nonwovens because of the

resiliency of the nonwovens.
Fluorocarbon-based materials
offer a desirable combination

of cost, durability, and
processing properties for the
nonwovens. However, the use
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of fluorocarbon-based
materials has the

disadvantage of introducing
environmental hazards in the

form of atmospheric emissions
when the fluorocarbon-based

materials are released into the
environment. Additionally, the
fluorocarbon-based materials
cannot be vacuum-deposited

to
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Areas of Specialty These are
the areas in which I work with

the greatest focus.
Motorcycles Keep your bike

running at the top of its game.
I'm the man to go to for all
mechanical and electrical
questions. Car and Truck

Clutches Get the most
powerful and durable clutches

around. I'll make sure your
clutch is in peak condition.
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Suspension I'm your
suspension specialist. I'll
diagnose and repair your

suspension issues in no time.
Brake Leads Check out my

new line of brake leads. Our
brake leads are designed for

easy installation and
prolonged brake life. Plumbing
Nothing slows a vehicle down

more than dirty or leaking
water. I'll make sure your

entire plumbing system is in
great shape. Air Vents Let me
clean the air vents so you can

drive with a smile on your
face. Exhaust and

Accumulators Nothing shines a
vehicle up like new exhaust
and accumulators. You won't
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find a better exhaust or
accumulator specialist

anywhere. Mechanical The
little things that go wrong can
be the biggest pain in the butt.
Check out my shop for getting

the job done right the first
time. Car Body Kits Car body
kits are every serious driver's
dream. Upgrade your looks

and performance with a new
body kit. Body Wraps I've been
wrapping cars since I was 14. I

can help you add a custom
touch to your vehicle. Air Filter
Cluts Why settle for a stock air
filter if you can have a better
one? I'll make sure your air
filter is working at its best.

Vibration Vibration can cause
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more damage to a vehicle's
transmission and suspension

than you can imagine. I'll
make sure your vehicle's gears

run smooth and quiet.
Solenoids I specialize in

solenoids for starters, rear
driveshafts, and push rods. We
can work together to find the
exact replacement you need.

Paint and Body I've been
painting cars for as long as I

can remember. You're in good
hands with a professional

painting. SEALs Stainless steel
seal kits are easy to install and

will last for years. Wireless
Wiring is the first step in

driving a vehicle, and I'll make
sure your drivetrain is
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